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Chapter 11 - Standard Costing
Concepts
1.

While setting the standard, follow the following principles.
a.

2.

Equity

b.

Ownership

c.

Achievable

Clear

c.

Controllability

While fixing the rewards, keep in mind
a.

Motivation

b.

3.

The main objective of standard costing is to find out various KPIs in order to attain a strategic advantage.
Do also remember, that variances only give Financial information. Many non-financial indicators are also
there.

4.

Material Variances
a.

Make a revised standard for Output i.e. Equivalent output

b.

If there are stocks in the problem, then in actual data, put RM consumed i.e.
Opening stock + Purchases - Closing Stock

c.

Type

Format

Given Standard

Qty

Rate Amount

Revised Standard

Qty

Rate Amount

A
B
Input
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Actual

Qty

Rate Amount
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5.

Super Quick Revision

Labour Variances
a.

Make a revised standard for Output i.e. Equivalent output

b.

If output cannot be expressed in units, express it in form of Standard Hours.

c.

Format

Type

Given Standard

Revised Standard

Actual

Hours Rate Amount Hours Rate Amount Hours Rate Amount
Paid
for

Skilled
Uns
Total
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Variable Factory Overheads Variances
a.

Make a revised standard for Output i.e. Equivalent output

b.

Use hours worked in actual hours and not hours paid for.

c.

Do the break up of the first variance when the problem gives you the breakup, else only compute
the first variance.

d.

Format

Given Standard

Hours

Rate

CA ANUJ JALOTA

Amount

Revised Standard

Hours

Rate

Amount

Actual

Hours
Worked
for
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Fixed Factory Overheads Variances
a.

Ensure the period of Budgeted Data is the same as actual data

b.

If days are not given, ignore them. It is better for you.

c.

If data is given per unit or per hour, it must be absorption costing only

d.

If output cannot be expressed in units, express it in the form of Standard Hours.

e.

Some books don't consider idle time and always take hours worked everywhere

f.

Format

Budgeted data

Actual data

Absorption rates

Working Days

1 unit = Rs.___

Hours Paid For

1 unit = ___ hrs

Idle hours

1 day = Rs. ___

Hours worked

1 day = ___ hrs

Fixed Overheads

1 hour = Rs.____

Output in units or Standard
Hours

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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Control Ratios for fixed overheads
1.

Volume / Activity ratio
=

2.

Gross capacity utilisation ratio
=

2a.

Actual Days ÷ Budgeted Days x 100

Net capacity utilisation ratio
=

3.

Actual Hours Paid for ÷ Budgeted Hours to be paid for x 100

Calendar ratio
=

2b.

Actual Output ÷ Standard Output x 100

Actual hours to be paid for ÷ Standard hours in actual days x 100

Efficiency ratio
=

standard hours for actual output ÷ actual hours worked x 100

Note for check:
Usually

1

=

2

x

3

x

3

OR
1
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2a

x

2b
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Sales variances
a.

Ensure the period of Budgeted Data is the same as actual data

b.

It is for judging the efficiency of the sales manager.

c.

These variances are important for planning the strategies for the future.

d.

Format

Type of FG

Standard

Qty

Rate

Amount

Actual

Qty

Rate

Amount

A
B
Total
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Profit variances
a.

Ensure the period of Budgeted Data is the same as actual data

b.

It is for judging the profitability of the company and the areas where
improvement is required.

c.

Absorption costing and Marginal Costing will change many variances.

d.

Format under absorption costing / conventional system

Type
Std

A

(____)

B

Actual

A

(___)

B

e.

SP

Cost p.u

(DM + DL + DE + VFOH +
FFOH + v S & D)

Profit
p.u

Qty
sold

Profit F Adm S & D NP

X

X

X

X

Format under marginal costing / relevant costing

Type
Std

A

(____)

B

Actual

A

(___)

B

CA ANUJ JALOTA

SP

VC p.u

(DM + DL +
DE + VFOH +
v S & D)

Cont
p.u

Qty
sold

Total
Cont

X

X

X

X
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10.

Relationship between variances

a.

SP variances is the only variance that comes in Sales and Profit variances (Note 1)

b.

One Product - Variances to be linked: Profit Volume & Sales Volume Variance (Note 2)
ABSORPTION COSTING
Profit Volume Variance = (Std Qty to be sold – Actual Qty Sold) x Std Net Profit per unit
Sales Volume Variance = (Std Qty to be sold – Actual Qty Sold) x Std Selling Price
MARGINAL COSTING
Contribution Volume Variance = (Std Qty to be sold – Actual Qty Sold) x Std Cont per unit
Sales Volume Variance

c.

= (Std Qty to be sold – Actual Qty Sold) x Std Selling Price

Multiple Products - Variances to be linked: Profit Quantity & Sales Quantity Variance (Note 3)
ABSORPTION COSTING
Profit Qty Var = (Std Total Qty to be sold – Actual Total Qty Sold) x Std W.A.Profit p.u
Sales Qty Var = (Std Total Qty to be sold – Actual Total Qty Sold) x Std Weighted Average SP
MARGINAL COSTING
Cont Qty Var = (Std Total Qty to be sold – Actual Total Qty Sold) x Std W.A. Contribution p.u
Sales Qty Var = (Std Total Qty to be sold – Actual Total Qty Sold) x Std W.A. SP

d.

Efficiency Variances: Variances to be linked: Labour Sub - Efficiency, VOH Eff & FOH Efficiency. (Note 4)
Labour Yield Var = (std hours for actual output – actual hours worked) x Std WA.Wage Rate
VOH Efficiency Var = (std hours for actual output – actual hours worked) x Std VOH Rate/hour
FOH Efficiency var = (std hours for actual output – actual hours worked) x AR rate per hour

e.

Interpretation of Sales Mix and Profit Mix Variances
Profit Mix Variance

Favourable

Sales Mix Variance

Favourable

Profit Mix Variance

Adverse

Sales Mix Variance

Adverse

Profit Mix Variance

Favourable

Sales Mix Variance

Adverse

Profit Mix Variance

Adverse

Sales Mix Variance

Favourable
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Reconciliation of Budgeted Profit and Actual Profit under absorption costing

Adv

Fav

Rs

BUDGETED PROFIT (Budgeted Qty to be sold x Std Profit p.u)
I NP Variance Due to change in Sales
Sales Price Variance
Profit Volume Variance
II NP Variance Due to change in Cost
Material

- Price
- Usage - Mix
- Yield

Labour

- Rate
- Idle Time
- Efficiency - Mix
- Yield

VOH

- Expenditure
- Efficiency

FOH

- Expenditure
- Volume

- Capacity Utilisation
- Idle Time
- Efficiency

ACTUAL PROFIT

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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Reconciliation of Standard Profit and Actual Profit under absorption costing

Adv

Fav

Rs

STANDARD PROFIT (actual quantity sold x Std Profit p.u)
I NP Variance Due to change in Sales
Sales Price Variance
II NP Variance Due to change in Cost
Material

- Price
- Usage - Mix
- Yield

Labour

- Rate
- Idle Time
- Efficiency - Mix
- Yield

VOH

- Expenditure
- Efficiency

FOH

- Expenditure
- Volume

- Capacity Utilisation
- Idle Time
- Efficiency

ACTUAL PROFIT

CA ANUJ JALOTA

X
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Q1 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating Practice question to bring out material variances

Q2 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐
⭐

Practice questions to bring out material variances and labour variances. Just remember that for
labour efficiency, mix and yield variance, we take hours worked and not hours paid for.

Q3 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating -

⭐

There is only one trick in the question. How to find the actual quantity of Raw Material Consumed?
One batch should consume 125 kgs of RM and hence 60 batches should consume 7500 kgs of RM. If nothing else is
given, then the company must have consumed 7500 kgs of RM.

Q4 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating -

⭐

1.

It is a problem with missing figures.

2.

We have been given 3 variances and have to find missing figures.

3.

We take variables as x, y and z. We try to make equations such that there are two missing figures and two
equations.

4.

Just do remember that when we solve the equation, instead of writing Adverse and favourable, we have to
write + or - sign. Think which number is higher and decide

Q5 / Category - Concept Builder / Star Rating -

⭐

1.

If output cannot be expressed in the form of units, express it in the form of standard hours.

2.

Expressing actual in standard hours is nothing but finding standard hours for actual output.

Q6 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

Output is not given in units. It will have to be expressed in standard hours.

2.

Actual output is 900 standard hours. Hence, we make a revised standard for 900 standard
hours of output.

3.

Do remember, if 16 workers were to work for 40 hours, it is 640 hours.

4.

If workers had to work for 40 hours a week (standard) and if nothing is told, they would have worked for 40
hours. (actual).

Q7 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

Output is not given in units. It will have to be expressed in standard hours.

2.

Actual output is 270 standard hours. Hence, we make a revised standard for 270 standard
hours of output.

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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3.

Super Quick Revision

We have been given rate variance, hence we use it to find actual hours. Skilled workers' hours are not
possible to find out. Hence, we make an assumption that actual TOTAL workers have remained the same
only.

. Q8 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

We make product M. Once M is made, we take 1 lb of that and put it in 1 Tin. We put a label on
that TIN. We pack 5 TINS in one carton. Then we put a label on each carton.

2.

In part (a), we have to make a cost sheet for finding out the cost of selling 1000 TINS. But the problem says
that out of 105 tins kept produced and kept ready for sale, 5 are damaged and discarded for no value. So
we have to find out the cost of 1050 tins, which will have 1050 lbs of M.

3.

The first 3 points give the data for producing 1 TON of M i.e. 2240 lbs of M. We have to find a cost of 1050 lbs
of M. So, we proportionately do the calculations.

4

Fourth point, gives data of 1 Gross. 1 Gross is 144 units.

5.

In part (b), we have to find material variances. So prepare revised standards for actual output i.e. 42000 lbs
of M. First point, gives data of 2240 lbs of M.

Q9 / Category - Concept Builder / Star Rating -

⭐

1.

Material and labour are very simple

2.

For variable factory overheads, please take hours worked and hours paid for.

Q10 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

It is Nov 2020 exam question.

2.

It is all about comments once you compute the variance. We are asked to INTERPRET the
results.

3.

Labour Rate variance is favourable while labour efficiency variance is adverse. Further material usage
variance is adverse.

4.

Rate variance can be favourable because Supply increased or Labour was lesser skilled or the standard
was wrong.

5.

Labour Efficiency variance is adverse because labour was lesser-skilled, learning curve achieved was
less. This also is reflected in material usage variance being adverse as handling of material could have
been bad by the lesser skilled workers.

Q11 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating It is similar to the previous question.

⭐⭐

Q12 / Q13 / Q14 / Category - Concept Builder/ Star Rating -

⭐

It is a full-fledged question on fixed overheads. We have already discussed it. Every ratio and
everything we compute in this question.

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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Q15 / Category - Concept Builder/ Star Rating -

⭐

It is on sales variances. Check alternate ways of computing sales market size and market share
variances.

Q16 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐⭐

1.

It is on sales and profit variances.

2.

Just remember that when we do sales variances, we have to see the effect of everything on
sales and when we do profit variances, we see the effect of everything on profit.

3.

Interpretation of Sales Mix and Profit Mix Variances
Profit Mix Variance

Favourable

Sales Mix Variance

Favourable

Profit Mix Variance

Adverse

Sales Mix Variance

Adverse

Profit Mix Variance

Favourable

Sales Mix Variance

Adverse

⭐
Q18 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating - ⭐⭐
Profit Mix Variance

Adverse

Sales Mix Variance

Favourable

Q17 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating It is almost the same as the previous question

1.

It is a problem with Standard marginal costing.

2.

Market size variance is uncontrollable variance, also called Planning variance.

3.

Market share variance is controllable variance, also called operating variance.

Q19 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐

1.

It is a problem of the reconciliation of budgeted profit (or standard profit) with actual profit.

2.

Standard rate of fixed overheads means absorption rate.

3.

Always identify first, it is a problem of absorption or marginal costing.

4.

Compute all profit variances. Material, labour and variable factory overheads depend on OUTPUT but
sales, profit and fixed overheads depend on PERIOD. Make formats if you are not comfortable.

5.

One thing: budgeted hours that come in fixed overheads are not the same as hours that come in labour
and variable factory overheads.

Q20 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

It is the same as the previous question except many reconciliations is to be done.

2.

If it is marginal costing, fixed overheads should never become a per-unit cost.

3.

If we reconcile Budgeted profit and actual profit, profit volume variance will come.

4.

If we reconcile Standard profit and actual profit, profit volume variance will not come.

5.

Under marginal costing, there is only one variance for fixed overheads

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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See the marks and do comments. You can comment only on performance evaluation if marks are less
assuming standards are perfect.

⭐
Q22 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating - ⭐⭐⭐
Q21 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating It is the same as the previous two problems.

1.

It is kind of a case study problem.

2.

Company has a principle of changing standards each year

3.

We have a standard of two consecutive periods but the actual data is the same

4.

We compute the variances that the company computes.

5.

We realise that every adverse in 1-period variance becomes favourable in the next period and vice versa.

6.

What the company is doing, it is blaming the standard for the variance and hence changing the standards
each year based on whether the variance is adverse or favourable.

7.

Standards should only change when circumstances change, not when managers can achieve them very
easily or cannot achieve them at all.

Q23 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐⭐

1.

It was asked in May 2018 / similar to the Jan 2021 paper.

2.

It links Standard costing to Limiting factors

3.

When there are no scarce resources, it is like any other problem or reconciliation.

4.

When the material is in short supply, we should use the material properly. If we will not use materials
properly, we will not only incur an extra material cost but produce less and hence sell less. Therefore,
contribution loss will be the mistake of the production manager and not the sales manager. Hence
material usage variance should include the loss of contribution due to improper use of material. Find
extra material used. Find how many units could have been produced with that. Then find contributions lost
on those units. (2000 kgs ÷ 10 khs per unit) x Contribution margin of Rs. 20 per unit.

5.

When labour hours are in short supply, we should use the labour. If we will not use, we will not only incur
extra labour cost but produce less and hence sell less. Therefore, contribution loss will be the mistake of
the production (labour)) manager and not the sales manager. Hence labour efficiency variance should
include the loss of contribution due to excessive use of labour. Find extra labour hours used. Find how
many units could have been produced with that. Then find contributions lost on those units. (400 ÷ 8) x
contribution margin per unit of Rs. 80 per unit.

Q24 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating It is the same as the previous problems with different figures.

Q25 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating -

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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1.

It is a May 2018 question.

2.

It gives us the improvement plan to be followed.

3.

You can follow the standard costing style and make a reconciliation statement.

5.

Write all variances. In the end, total variance will tell how much profit will change because of the plan
change.

Q26 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐⭐

1.

It is RTP - Nov 2020 question

2.

The company has two products: Domestic flooring with what it started and another
industrial flooring newly introduced.

3.

Cost data is not given, hence we assume no change in cost happened.

4.

Profit Volume variance and SP variance is adverse for domestic but for Industrial, SP variance is adverse
but Profit volume is Favourable. Industrial flooring price was reduced but sales in units increased. For
domestic flooring, the company had to reduce its price and still, the quantity fell. This gave us an
impression that the domestic following has reached the maturity stage while industrial flooring is in the
growth stage.

5.

Company should focus on the industrial flooring as it has higher margins although still don’t ignore
domestic as a larger amount of profit comes from there only

Summary
Products

SP

VC p.u.

Cont p.u.

Units

Total

Std

Industrial

50

200,000

10,000,000

(1 year)

Domestic

40

600,000

24,000,000

800,000

34,000,000

Actual

Industrial

47.50

270,000

12,825,000

(1 year)

Domestic

27.00

570,000

15,390,000

840,000

Q27 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating -

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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1.

It is a problem of missing variances.

2.

Actual Data is given. Variances are given. We have to find standard data.

3.

In all such problems, I prefer to think like this. I think of a variance, whose answer I have. If on the
right-hand side, I only have one missing figure, then use it. If not, then try to open the brackets and then
think. It might work. If nothing works, try some other variance.

4.

Slowly data will start to unfold. Do remember, a lot of hours are common in labour and overheads.

Q28 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating -

⭐

1.

It is a problem of missing variances.

2.

Standard Data is given. Variances are given. We have to find actual data.

3.

In all such problems, I prefer to think like this. I think of a variance, whose answer I have. If on the
right-hand side, I only have one missing figure, then use it. If not, then try to open the brackets and then
think. It might work. If nothing works, try some other variance.

4.

Slowly data will start to unfold. Do remember, a lot of hours are common in labour and overheads. There is
one error in the problem. They should have printed profit volume, instead of problem printed sales
volume.

Q29 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐⭐

1.

It is a problem of missing variances plus Case Study problems.

2.

There is more than one product. Hence, sales volume and profit volume are not linked to
each other, but sales quantity and profit quantity are linked.

3.

There are 4 salesmen and each of them is paid a commission @ 5% on actual sales.

4.

Salesmen are given sales quotes (standard sales) and we are asked to find that in the first part. Hence, we
use sales variances.

5.

In the second part, we are asked to calculate the actual contribution (or profit as there is no fixed cost).
Hence, we use Profit Variances.

6.

We are then asked to evaluate the performance of the salesman according to different criteria. We select
sales criteria and profit criteria.

7.

We realise that based on sales, C is best but based on profit D is best. We try to find out the reason. We
realise that for C, sales mix variance is favourable but profit mix is adverse. Hence, C sells those
products which have higher SP but lower profits. For D it is the reverse. This is against Goal Congruence
i.e. what employees want company does not want and vice versa.

8.

Finally, we recommend that companies should have a system where products which have higher profit
should fetch the salesman higher commission also.

Q30 / Category - homework/ Star Rating -

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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1.

It is a problem of missing variances. Make a labour chart and material chart to start off the
problem.

2.

All efficiency variances are related. Hence, we use it to find labour efficiency variance.

3.

In the last part, we are asked to find actual labour hours worked @ standard rates. So idle hours have to be
removed to arrive at the answer.

Q31 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐⭐

1.

It is a problem where percentages are used to compute most of things.

2.

Standard is data of year 1. The actual is data of year 2

3.

We have sales of year 1 and a change in selling price and sales of year 2. Find quantity change as compared
to year 1
Sales of year 1 x SP change (120%) x Quantity Change (Bal Figure) = Sales of year 2
That comes to 90%. Hence, quantity sold or output of year 2 is 90% of quantity sold or output of year 1

5.

Compute SP variance as
SP variance = Std SP x Actual Qty Sold - Actual SP x Actual Quantity Sold
We have second-year sales. There is only 1 difference between term 1 and term 2 and that is SP has
increased by 20%. Hence the 2nd term will be higher than the first term by 20%.

6.

For Material and Labour variances, we have to find the standard cost for actual output i.e. the output of
year 2. Rest material price increase and the labour rate increase is given. Like SP variances, find the
material price and labour rate variance.

7.

For material usage and labour efficiency variance, you will require standard cost for actual output which
will be 90% of year 1 cost.

8.

Fixed overhead variances is easy.

Q32 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating -

⭐

1.

It is similar to the previous question.

2.

Here, we have been given labour hours and material quantity, so it is far simpler.

Q33 / Category - Concept builder / Star Rating -

⭐

1.

Whenever there is WIP stock, prepare a statement of equivalent output. That output will
be used as output for Material, labour and Factory Overheads.

2.

Follow FIFO method

3.

You require only 4 things to prepare a WIP account in quantity i.e. opening stock, units started, units
finished and closing stock.

Q34 / Category - Concept builder / Star Rating -

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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1.

There are RM stocks. Hence, we have to think of a partial plan or a single plan.

2.

Please check the introduction to Material Variances. It is explained there.

3.

FIFO, LIFO method does matter under Partial Plan and not under Single plan.

4.

Revision of standard prices will affect Single Plan and not Partial plan.

Q35 / Category - Concept builder / Star Rating -

⭐

1.

It is the same as the previous question except that the Standard Prices of last year are
different.

2.

Only a Single plan gets affected and the only difference is you have to compute Material Price variance
on opening stock also to bring it to the current year standard.

Q36 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐⭐

1.

As there is WIP stock, we make a statement of equivalent output first.

2.

Material and labour are very simple. Just remember for output, take the output from the statement of
equivalent output.

3.

For overheads, in this problem, a break up of actual variable overheads and actual fixed overheads is not
given. Hence, we combine variable overheads and fixed overheads variances to arrive at total
overheads variance. We also combine variable overheads expenditure and fixed overheads expenditure
variance to find overheads expenditure variance.

4.

Rest of the variances are easy.

Q37 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating -

⭐

1.

As there is WIP stock, we make a statement of equivalent output first.

2.

It is a single plan as price variance is calculated at the point of purchase.

Q38 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

It is Nov 2018 ICAI exam question.

2.

It is a weird question. ICAI has messed up with the data in the question.

3.

Solving by a different way, keeps on giving different answers.

4.

Please see how we have got different answers.

Q39 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

As there is WIP stock, we make a statement of equivalent output first.

2.

Many details are not given, hence we have to open brackets of each variance to get the answer.

3.

Just check once, how we have got the answer to Material price variance at the point of consumption.

4.

Here also, we will require percentages to get the answer of Material price variance at the point of
consumption like in question number 31.

Q40 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

CA ANUJ JALOTA
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1.

WIP and FG stocks are valued at standard cost.

2.

Whenever there are stocks, to find an actual profit, make an actual cost sheet. In that
actual cost sheet also, WIP and FG stocks are always valued at standard cost.

3.

To find NP variance due to change in cost, we do (standard cost per unit - actual cost per unit) x actual
quantity. Open the brackets and apply quantities of respective expenses to find the first term.

Q41 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

One of the disadvantages of standard costing is that standards become outdated by
the time performance happens.

2.

To overcome this and respond to the current market movements, we make NEW standards

Original Standard

Qty

Rate

Amount

New Standard

Qty

Rate

Actual

Amount

Qty

Rate

Amount

Traditional Variances: Difference between original standard and actual
Planning Variances: Difference between original standard & new standard (usually uncontrollable)
Operating Variances: Difference between the new standard and actual ( controllable)

Q42 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating 1.

It is on planning, operating and traditional variances.

2.

Check the comments properly.

Q43 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐
⭐⭐

1.

The market size has changed. This market size variance is uncontrollable.

2.

To find out true efficiency, we need to find planning variance so that we can blame the sales
manager only for the controllable part i.e. Market share variance.

3.

There are two products. In one product, the sales manager claims to sell more but we realise the truth
when we find market size variance.

Q44 / Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -
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Standard Costing

Super Quick Revision

1.

Original standard and actual TOTAL PROFIT is the same

2.

Hence, it is being thought that investigation is not required.

3.

But circumstances have changed. Hence, we need to break transitional variance into planning and
operating variances to analyse the true performance.

Q45 / Category - Homework/ Star Rating 1.

It is May 2019 exam question.

2.

It is a brilliant question. Do not forget to solve it.

3.

Full explanation of planning variance is on the website.

⭐⭐⭐

Q46 & Q47/ Category - Homework/ Star Rating There should not be a problem with these two questions.

Q48/ Category - Classwork/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐

⭐⭐

1.

It is about the identification of CSF.

2.

It is exactly similar to the Nov 2020 question.

3.

We have to find out what drives success for this company.

4.

It is the quality that has brought success to this company.

5.

Now the company is thinking of lowering prices to attract more customers.

6.

Variances indicate that quality is deteriorating and material price variance is favourable and labour
efficiency variance is also favourable. It means that they might be purchasing cheaper quality of RM and
workers are told to complete the job faster.

7.

In any case, 1 week is a very small period to say anything. The company should observe these variances for
a longer period and ensure quality is not going down.

Q49/ Category - Homework/ Star Rating -

⭐⭐

It is an easy problem with the material. You should get it by yourself.
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